ON GENERALIZED SIXTH-ORDER PELL SEQENCES by SOYKAN, Yüksel
Abstract. In this paper, we investigate the generalized sixth order Pell sequences and we deal with, in
detail, three special cases which we call them as sixth order Pell, sixth order Pell-Lucas and modied sixth
order Pell sequences.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we introduce the generalized sixth order Pell sequences and we investigate, in detail,
three special cases which we call them sixth order Pell, sixth order Pell-Lucas and modied sixth order Pell
sequences. First we recall the denition of a generalized Hexanacci sequence.
A generalized Hexanacci sequence fWngn0 = fWn(W0;W1;W2;W3;W4;W5; r1; r2; r3; r4; r5; r6)gn0 is
dened by the sixth-order recurrence relations
Wn = r1Wn 1 + r2Wn 2 + r3Wn 3 + r4Wn 4 + r5Wn 5 + r6Wn 6;(1.1)
W0 = a;W1 = b;W2 = c;W3 = d;W4 = e;W5 = f
where the initial valuesW0;W1;W2;W3;W4;W5 are arbitrary complex (or real) numbers and r1; r2; r3; r4; r5; r6
are real numbers.















for n = 1; 2; 3; :::: Therefore, recurrence (1.1) holds for all integer n:
It is well-known that the Pell sequence (OEIS: A000129, [13]) fPng is dened recursively by the equation,
for n  0
Pn+2 = 2Pn+1 + Pn
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Table 1. The rst few values of the Pell numbers with positive and negative subscripts.
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
Pn 0 1 2 5 12 29 70 169 408 985 2378 5741 13860 33461 80782
P n 0 1  2 5  12 29  70 169  408 985  2378 5741  13860 33461  80782
Pell sequence has been studied by many authors and more detail can be found in the extensive literature
dedicated to these sequences, see for example, [1,2,3,4,6,8,11,12,19]. For higher order Pell sequences, see
[9,10,16,17,18].
In this paper we consider the case r1 = 2; r2 = r3 = r4 = r5 = r6 = 1 and in this case we write
Vn =Wn: A generalized sixth order Pell sequence fVngn0 = fVn(V0; V1; V2; V3; V4; V5)gn0 is dened by the
sixth-order recurrence relations
(1.2) Vn = 2Vn 1 + Vn 2 + Vn 3 + Vn 4 + Vn 5 + Vn 6
with the initial values V0 = c0; V1 = c1; V2 = c2; V3 = c3; V4 = c4; V5 = c5 not all being zero.
The sequence fVngn0 can be extended to negative subscripts by dening
V n =  V (n 1)   V (n 2)   V (n 3)   V (n 4)   2V (n 5) + V (n 6)
for n = 1; 2; 3; :::: Therefore, recurrence (1.2) holds for all integer n:
As fVng is a sixth order recurrence sequence (di¤erence equation), its characteristic equation is
(1.3) x6   2x5   x4   x3   x2   x  1 = 0:
The approximate value of the roots 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 and 6 of Equation (1.3) are given by
1 = 2: 6143662721144504208
2 =  0:76286141326240044899
3 = 0:45907924801189877223  0:76572377800211887372i
4 = 0:45907924801189877223 + 0:76572377800211887372i
5 =  0:38483167743792375813  0:69350597836224613636i
6 =  0:38483167743792375813 + 0:69350597836224613636i
Note that we have the following identities:
1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 = 2;
123456 =  1:
The rst few generalized sixth order Pell numbers with positive subscript and negative subscript are
given in the following Table 2.
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Table 2. A few generalized sixth order Pell numbers
n Vn V n
0 V0 V0
1 V1  V0   V1   V2   V3   2 V4 + V5
2 V2  V5 + 3V4   V3
3 V3  V4 + 3V3   V2
4 V4  V3 + 3V2   V1
5 V5  V2 + 3V1   V0
6 2V5 + V4 + V3 + V2 + V1 + V0)  V5 + 2V4 + V3 + V2 + 4V0
7 5V5 + 3V4 + 3V3 + 3V2 + 3V1 + 2V0 4V5   9V4   2V3   3V2   3V1   4V0
8 13V5 + 8V4 + 8V3 + 8V2 + 7V1 + 5V0  4V5 + 12V4   5V3 + 2V2 + V1 + V0
9 34V5 + 21V4 + 21V3 + 20V2 + 18V1 + 13V0 V5  6V4 + 11V3   6V2 + V1
10 89V5 + 55V4 + 54V3 + 52V2 + 47V1 + 34V0 V4   6V3 + 11V2   6V1 + V0
Now we dene three special case of the sequence fVng. Sixth-order Pell sequence fP (6)n gn0, sixth-order
Pell-Lucas sequence fQ(6)n gn0 and modied sixth-order Pell sequence fE(6)n gn0 are dened, respectively,
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The sequences fP (6)n gn0; fQ(6)n gn0 and fE(6)n gn0 can be extended to negative subscripts by dening
(1.7) P (6) n =  P (6) (n 1)   P (6) (n 2)   P (6) (n 3)   P (6) (n 4)   2P (6) (n 5) + P (6) (n 6)
and
(1.8) Q(6) n =  Q(6) (n 1)  Q(6) (n 2)  Q(6) (n 3)  Q(6) (n 4)   2Q(6) (n 5) +Q(6) (n 6)
and
(1.9) E(6) n =  E(6) (n 1)   E(6) (n 2)   E(6) (n 3)   E(6) (n 4)   2E(6) (n 5) + E(6) (n 6)
for n = 1; 2; 3; ::: respectively. Therefore, recurrences (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) hold for all integer n:





and E(6)n , respectively.
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Note that Pn; Qn and En sequences aret in the database of http://oeis.org [13], yet.
Next, we present the rst few values of the sixth-order Pell, sixth-order Pell-Lucas and modied sixth-
order Pell numbers with positive and negative subscripts:
Table 3. The rst few values of the special sixth-order numbers with positive and negative subscripts.
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Pn 0 1 2 5 13 34 89 233 609 1592 4162 10881 28447 74371
P n 0 0 0 0 0 1  1 0 0 0  1 4  4 1
Qn 6 2 6 17 46 122 321 835 2182 5705 14916 38997 1 01953 266541
Q n 6  1  1  1  1  6 17  8  1  1 4  34 65  40
En 0 1 1 3 8 21 55 144 376 983 2570 6719 17566 45924
E n 0 0 0 0  1 2  1 0 0 1  5 8  5 1
2. Generating Functions




n of the sequence Vn:




n is the ordinary generating function of the generalized sixth-










V0 + (V1   2V0)x+ (V2   2V1   V0)x2 + (V3   2V2   V1   V0)x3
+(V4   2V3   V2   V1   V0)x4 + (V5   2V4   V3   V2   V1   V0)x5
1  2x  x2   x3   x4   x5   x6 :
Proof.
Using the denition of generalized sixth-order Pell numbers and substracting xf(x); x2f(x); x3f(x); x4f(x); x5f(x)
and x6f(x) from f(x) we obtain (note the shift in the index n in the third line)
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and then
(1  2x  x2   x3   x4   x5   x6)fVn(x)




5)  2(V0x+ V1x2 + V2x3 + V3x4 + V4x5)




(Vn   Vn 1   Vn 2   Vn 3   Vn 4   Vn 5   Vn 6)xn
= V0 + (V1   2V0)x+ (V2   2V1   V0)x2 + (V3   2V2   V1   V0)x3
+(V4   2V3   V2   V1   V0)x4 + (V5   2V4   V3   V2   V1   V0)x5:
Rearranging the above equation, we get (2.1).
The previous Lemma gives the following results as particular examples.












6  10x  4x2   3x3   2x4   x5







1  2x  x2   x3   x4   x5   x6 ;
respectively.
3. Obtaning Binet Formula From Generating Function
We next nd Binet formula of generalized sixth order Pell numbers fVng by the use of generating function
for Vn:














k + (V1   2V0)4k + (V2   2V1   V0)3k + (V3   2V2   V1   V0)2k
+(V4   2V3   V2   V1   V0)k + (V5   2V4   V3   V2   V1   V0)
for each 1  k  6:
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Proof. Let
h(x) = 1  2x  x2   x3   x4   x5   x6:
Then for some 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 and 6 we write
h(x) = (1  1x)(1  2x)(1  3x)(1  4x)(1  5x)(1  6x)
i.e.,
































V0 + (V1   2V0)x+ (V2   2V1   V0)x2 + (V3   2V2   V1   V0)x3
+(V4   2V3   V2   V1   V0)x4 + (V5   2V4   V3   V2   V1   V0)x5




















V0 + (V1   2V0)x+ (V2   2V1   V0)x2 + (V3   2V2   V1   V0)x3
+(V4   2V3   V2   V1   V0)x4 + (V5   2V4   V3   V2   V1   V0)x5
= A1(1  2x)(1  3x)(1  4x)(1  5x)(1  6x) +A2(1  1x)(1  3x)(1  4x)(1  5x)(1  6x)
+A3(1  1x)(1  2x)(1  4x)(1  5x)(1  6x) +A4(1  1x)(1  2x)(1  3x)(1  5x)(1  6x)
+A5(1  1x)(1  2x)(1  3x)(1  4x)(1  6x) +A6(1  1x)(1  2x)(1  3x)(1  4x)(1  5x):
If we consider x = 11 ; we get
V0 + (V1   2V0) 1
1
+ (V2   2V1   V0) 1
21
+ (V3   2V2   V1   V0) 1
31
+(V4   2V3   V2   V1   V0) 1
41
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This gives
A1 =
51(V0 + (V1   2V0) 11 + (V2   2V1   V0) 121 + (V3   2V2   V1   V0)
1
31




(1   2)(1   3)(1   4)(1   5)(1   6)
=
d1




(2   1)(2   3)(2   4)(2   5)(2   6) ;
A3 =
d3
(3   1)(3   2)(3   4)(3   5)(3   6)
A4 =
d4
(4   1)(4   2)(4   3)(4   5)(4   6)
A5 =
d5
(5   1)(5   2)(5   3)(5   4)(5   6)
A5 =
d6
(6   1)(6   2)(6   3)(6   4)(6   5) :

































































and then we get (3.1).
Next, using Theorem 3, we present the Binet formulas of sixth-order Pell, Pell-Lucas and modied Pell
sequences.
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k + 5k + 6)
which can be derived from a result ((4.20) in page 25) of Hanusa [5]. When we compare (3.1) and (3.4), we
see the following identities:
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1 + 51 + 6
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2 + 52 + 6
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3 + 53 + 6
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4 + 54 + 6
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5 + 55 + 6
1








6 + 56 + 6
Using the above identities, we can give the Binet formulas of sixth-order Pell, Pell-Lucas and modied Pell
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respectively.
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4. Simson Formulas
There is a well-known Simson Identity (formula) for Fibonacci sequence fFng, namely,
Fn+1Fn 1   F 2n = ( 1)n
which was derived rst by R. Simson in 1753 and it is now called as Cassini Identity (formula) as well. This
can be written in the form  Fn+1 FnFn Fn 1
 = ( 1)n:
The following Theorem gives generalization of this result to the generalized Hexanacci sequence fWng.
Theorem 5 (Simson Formula of Generalized Hexanacci Numbers). For all integers n we have
(4.1)
Wn+5 Wn+4 Wn+3 Wn+2 Wn+1 Wn
Wn+4 Wn+3 Wn+2 Wn+1 Wn Wn 1
Wn+3 Wn+2 Wn+1 Wn Wn 1 Wn 2
Wn+2 Wn+1 Wn Wn 1 Wn 2 Wn 3
Wn+1 Wn Wn 1 Wn 2 Wn 3 Wn 4




W5 W4 W3 W2 W1 W0
W4 W3 W2 W1 W0 W 1
W3 W2 W1 W0 W 1 W 2
W2 W1 W0 W 1 W 2 W 3
W1 W0 W 1 W 2 W 3 W 4
W0 W 1 W 2 W 3 W 4 W 5

:
Proof. (4.1) is given in Soykan [14], see also [15].
A special case of the above theorem is the following Theorem which gives Simson formula of the gener-
alized sixth-order Pell sequence fVng.
Theorem 6 (Simson Formula of Generalized Sixth-Order Pell Numbers). For all integers n we have

Vn+5 Vn+4 Vn+3 Vn+2 Vn+1 Vn
Vn+4 Vn+3 Vn+2 Vn+1 Vn Vn 1
Vn+3 Vn+2 Vn+1 Vn Vn 1 Vn 2
Vn+2 Vn+1 Vn Vn 1 Vn 2 Vn 3
Vn+1 Vn Vn 1 Vn 2 Vn 3 Vn 4




V5 V4 V3 V2 V1 V0
V4 V3 V2 V1 V0 V 1
V3 V2 V1 V0 V 1 V 2
V2 V1 V0 V 1 V 2 V 3
V1 V0 V 1 V 2 V 3 V 4
V0 V 1 V 2 V 3 V 4 V 5

:
The previous Theorem gives the following results as particular examples.
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Corollary 7. Simson formula of sixth-order Pell, Pell-Lucas and modied Pell numbers are given as

Pn+5 Pn+4 Pn+3 Pn+2 Pn+1 Pn
Pn+4 Pn+3 Pn+2 Pn+1 Pn Pn 1
Pn+3 Pn+2 Pn+1 Pn Pn 1 Pn 2
Pn+2 Pn+1 Pn Pn 1 Pn 2 Pn 3
Pn+1 Pn Pn 1 Pn 2 Pn 3 Pn 4




Qn+5 Qn+4 Qn+3 Qn+2 Qn+1 Qn
Qn+4 Qn+3 Qn+2 Qn+1 Qn Qn 1
Qn+3 Qn+2 Qn+1 Qn Qn 1 Qn 2
Qn+2 Qn+1 Qn Qn 1 Qn 2 Qn 3
Qn+1 Qn Qn 1 Qn 2 Qn 3 Qn 4
Qn Qn 1 Qn 2 Qn 3 Qn 4 Qn 5

=  884552( 1)n = 884552( 1)n+1;

En+5 En+4 En+3 En+2 En+1 En
En+4 En+3 En+2 En+1 En En 1
En+3 En+2 En+1 En En 1 En 2
En+2 En+1 En En 1 En 2 En 3
En+1 En En 1 En 2 En 3 En 4




In this section, we obtain some identities of sixth order Pell, sixth order Pell-Lucas and modied sixth
order Pell numbers. First, we can give a few basic relations between fPng and fQng.
Lemma 8. The following equalities are true:
Qn =  6Pn+6 + 11Pn+5 + 7Pn+4 + 8Pn+3 + 9Pn+2 + 17Pn+1;(5.1)
Qn =  Pn+5 + Pn+4 + 2Pn+3 + 3Pn+2 + 11Pn+1   6Pn;
Qn =  Pn+4 + Pn+3 + 2Pn+2 + 10Pn+1   7Pn   Pn 1;
Qn =  Pn+3 + Pn+2 + 9Pn+1   8Pn   2Pn 1   Pn 2;
Qn =  Pn+2 + 8Pn+1   9Pn   3Pn 1   2Pn 2   Pn 3;
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and
442276Pn =  39853Qn+6 + 96245Qn+5 + 14588Qn+4 + 15965Qn+3 + 14650Qn+2 + 10285Qn+1;
442276Pn = 16539Qn+5   25265Qn+4   23888Qn+3   25203Qn+2   29568Qn+1   39853Qn;
442276Pn = 7813Qn+4   7349Qn+3   8664Qn+2   13029Qn+1   23314Qn + 16539Qn 1;
442276Pn = 8277Qn+3   851Qn+2   5216Qn+1   15501Qn + 24352Qn 1 + 7813Qn 2;
442276Pn = 15703Qn+2 + 3061Qn+1   7224Qn + 32629Qn 1 + 16090Qn 2 + 8277Qn 3:
Proof. Note that all the identities hold for all integers n: We prove (5.1). To show (5.1), writing
Qn = a Pn+5 + b Pn+4 + c Pn+3 + d Pn+2
and solving the system of equations
Q0 = a P6 + b P5 + c P4 + d P3 + e P2 + f  P1
Q1 = a P7 + b P6 + c P5 + d P4 + e P3 + f  P2
Q2 = a P8 + b P7 + c P6 + d P5 + e P4 + f  P2
Q3 = a P9 + b P8 + c P7 + d P6 + e P5 + f  P4
Q4 = a P10 + b P9 + c P8 + d P7 + e P6 + f  P5
Q5 = a P11 + b P10 + c P9 + d P8 + e P7 + f  P6
we nd that a =  6; b = 11; c = 7; d = 8; e = 9; f = 17: The other equalities can be proved similarly.
Note that all the identities in the above Lemma can be proved by induction as well.
Secondly, we present a few basic relations between fPng and fEng.
Lemma 9. The following equalities are true:
En = 2Pn+6   5Pn+5   Pn+3   Pn+2   Pn+1;
En =  Pn+5 + 2Pn+4 + Pn+3 + Pn+2 + Pn+1 + 2Pn;
En = Pn   Pn 1;
and
6Pn = En+6   En+5   2En+4   3En+3   4En+2   5En+1;
6Pn = En+5   En+4   2En+3   3En+2   4En+1 + En;
6Pn = En+4   En+3   2En+2   3En+1 + 2En + En 1;
6Pn = En+3   En+2   2En+1 + 3En + 2En 1 + En 2;
6Pn = En+2   En+1 + 4En + 3En 1 + 2En 2 + En 3:
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Thirdly, we give a few basic relations between fQng and fEng.
Lemma 10. The following equalities are true:
3Qn = 5En+6   8En+5   10En+4   9En+3   5En+2 + 23En+1;
3Qn = 2En+5   5En+4   4En+3 + 28 En+1 + 5En;
3Qn =  En+4   2En+3 + 2En+2 + 30En+1 + 7En + 2En 1;
3Qn =  4En+3 + En+2 + 29En+1 + 6En + En 1   En 2;
3Qn =  7En+2 + 25En+1 + 2En   3En 1   5En 2   4En 3;
and
221138En =  25069Qn+6 + 78334Qn+5   35686Qn+4 + 5831Qn+3 + 4485Qn+2 + 2960Qn+1;
221138En = 28196Qn+5   60755Qn+4   19238Qn+3   20584Qn+2   22109Qn+1   25069Qn;
221138En =  4363Qn+4 + 8958Qn+3 + 7612Qn+2 + 6087Qn+1 + 3127Qn + 28196Qn 1;
221138En = 232Qn+3 + 3249Qn+2 + 1724Qn+1   1236Qn + 23833Qn 1   4363Qn 2;
221138En = 3713Qn+2 + 1956Qn+1   1004Qn + 24065Qn 1   4131Qn 2 + 232Qn 3:
We now present a few special identities for the modied sixth order Pell sequence fEng.
Theorem 11. (Catalans identity) For all natural numbers n and m; the following identity holds
En+mEn m   E2n = (Pn+m   Pn+m 1)(Pn m   Pn m 1)  (Pn   Pn 1)2
Proof. We use the identity
En = Pn   Pn 1:
Note that for m = 1 in Catalans identity, we get the Cassini identity for the modied sixth order Pell
sequence.
Corollary 12. (Cassinis identity) For all natural numbers n and m; the following identity holds
En+1En 1   E2n = (Pn+1   Pn)(Pn 1   Pn 2)  (Pn   Pn 1)2:
The dOcagnes, Gelin-Cesàros and Melham identities can also be obtained by using En = Pn  
Pn 1:The next theorem presents dOcagnes, Gelin-Cesàros and Melhamidentities of modied sixth order
Pell sequence fEng:
Theorem 13. Let n and m be any integers. Then the following identities are true:
(a): (dOcagnes identity)
Em+1En   EmEn+1 = (Pm+1   Pm)(Pn   Pn 1)  (Pm   Pm 1)(Pn+1   Pn):
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(b): (Gelin-Cesàros identity)
En+2En+1En 1En 2   E4n = (Pn+2   Pn+1)(Pn+1   Pn)(Pn 1   Pn 2)(Pn 2   Pn 3)  (Pn   Pn 1)4
(c): (Melhams identity)
En+1En+2En+6   E3n+3 = (Pn+1   Pn)(Pn+2   Pn+1)(Pn+6   Pn+5)  (Pn+3   Pn+2)3
Proof. Use the identity En = Pn   Pn 1:
6. Linear Sums
The following Theorem presents summing formulas of generalized sixth order Pell numbers.
Theorem 14. For n  0 we have the following formulas:




















(2V2n+2 + V2n+1 + 2V2n + V2n 2   V2n 3 + V5   4V4 + 4V3   3V2 + 5V1   2V0):
Proof.
(a): Using the recurrence relation
Vn = 2Vn 1 + Vn 2 + Vn 3 + Vn 4 + Vn 5 + Vn 6
i.e.
Vn 6 = Vn   2Vn 1   Vn 2   Vn 3   Vn 4   Vn 5
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we obtain
V0 = V6   2V5   V4   V3   V2   V1
V1 = V7   2V6   V5   V4   V3   V2
V2 = V8   2V7   V6   V5   V4   V3
...
Vn 6 = Vn   2Vn 1   Vn 2   Vn 3   Vn 4   Vn 5
Vn 5 = Vn+1   2Vn   Vn 1   Vn 2   Vn 3   Vn 4
Vn 4 = Vn+2   2Vn+1   Vn   Vn 1   Vn 2   Vn 3
Vn 3 = Vn+3   2Vn+2   Vn+1   Vn   Vn 1   Vn 2
Vn 2 = Vn+4   2Vn+3   Vn+2   Vn+1   Vn   Vn 1
Vn 1 = Vn+5   2Vn+4   Vn+3   Vn+2   Vn+1   Vn
Vn = Vn+6   2Vn+5   Vn+4   Vn+3   Vn+2   Vn+1:
If we add the equations by side by, we get
nX
k=0






























(Vn+6   Vn+5   2Vn+4   3Vn+3   4Vn+2   5Vn+1   V5 + V4 + 2V3 + 3V2 + 4V1 + 5V0):
(b) and (c): Using the recurrence relation
Vn = 2Vn 1 + Vn 2 + Vn 3 + Vn 4 + Vn 5 + Vn 6
i.e.
2Vn 1 = Vn   Vn 2   Vn 3   Vn 4   Vn 5   Vn 6
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we obtain
2V3 = V4   V2   V1   V0   V 1   V 2
2V5 = V6   V4   V3   V2   V1   V0
2V7 = V8   V6   V5   V4   V3   V2
2V9 = V10   V8   V7   V6   V5   V4
...
2V2n 1 = V2n   V2n 2   V2n 3   V2n 4   V2n 5   V2n 6
2V2n+1 = V2n+2   V2n   V2n 1   V2n 2   V2n 3   V2n 4
2V2n+3 = V2n+4   V2n+2   V2n+1   V2n   V2n 1   V2n 2
2V2n+5 = V2n+6   V2n+4   V2n+3   V2n+2   V2n+1   V2n:

























Similarly, using the recurrence relation
Vn = 2Vn 1 + Vn 2 + Vn 3 + Vn 4 + Vn 5 + Vn 6
i.e.
2Vn 1 = Vn   Vn 2   Vn 3   Vn 4   Vn 5   Vn 6
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we write the following obvious equations;
2V2 = V3   V1   V0   V 1   V 2   V 3
2V4 = V5   V3   V2   V1   V0   V 1
2V6 = V7   V5   V4   V3   V2   V1
2V8 = V9   V7   V6   V5   V4   V3
...
2V2n 2 = V2n 1   V2n 3   V2n 4   V2n 5   V2n 6   V2n 7
2V2n = V2n+1   V2n 1   V2n 2   V2n 3   V2n 4   V2n 5
2V2n+2 = V2n+3   V2n+1   V2n   V2n 1   V2n 2   V2n 3
2V2n+4 = V2n+5   V2n+3   V2n+2   V2n+1   V2n   V2n 1
2V2n+6 = V2n+7   V2n+5   V2n+4   V2n+3   V2n+2   V2n+1














 ( V2n+1   V2n 1 + V 1 +
nX
k=0








Then, solving the system (6.1)-(6.2) using
V 1 = ( V0   V1   V2   V3   2V4 + V5)
V 2 = ( V5 + 3V4   V3)
V 3 = ( V4 + 3V3   V2)
the required result of (b) and (c) follow.
As special cases of above Theorem, we have the following three Corollaries. First one presents some
summing formulas of sixth order Pell numbers.
Corollary 15. For n  0 we have the following formulas:
















6 (2P2n+2 + P2n+1 + 2P2n + P2n 2   P2n 3 + 1):
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Second one presents some summing formulas of sixth order Pell-Lucas numbers.
Corollary 16. For n  0 we have the following formulas:
















6 (2Q2n+2 +Q2n+1 + 2Q2n +Q2n 2  Q2n 3   14):
Last one presents some summing formulas of modied fourth order Pell numbers.
Corollary 17. For n  0 we have the following formulas:
















6 (2E2n+2 + E2n+1 + 2E2n + E2n 2   E2n 3 + 3):
7. Matrices Related with Generalized Sixth-Order Pell numbers












r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0




















0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
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We dene the square matrix A of order 6 as:
A =
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
2 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA












2 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0






















2 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0























2 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
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Theorem 18. For all integer m;n  0; we have
(a): Bn = An
(b): C1An = AnC1
(c): Cn+m = CnBm = BmCn:
Proof.
(a): By expanding the vectors on the both sides of (7.3) to 6-colums and multiplying the obtained
on the right-hand side by A; we get
Bn = ABn 1:
By induction argument, from the last equation, we obtain
Bn = A
n 1B1:
But B1 = A: It follows that Bn = An:
(b): Using (a) and denition of C1; (b) follows.




n+m 1C1 = An 1AmC1 = An 1C1Am = CnBm
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and similarly
Cn+m = BmCn:
Some properties of An matris can be given as
An = 2An 1 +An 2 +An 3 +An 4 +An 5 +An 6
and
An+m = AnAm = AmAn
for all integer m and n:
Theorem 19. For m;n  0 we have
Vn+m = VnPm+1 + Vn 1(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2 + Pm 3 + Pm 4)(7.4)
+Vn 2(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2 + Pm 3) + Vn 3(Pm + Pm 1
+Pm 2) + Vn 4(Pm + Pm 1) + Vn 5Pm
= VnPm+1 + Pm 4Vn 1 + Pm 1 (Vn 1 + Vn 2 + Vn 3 + Vn 4)
+Pm 2 (Vn 1 + Vn 2 + Vn 3) + Pm 3 (Vn 1 + Vn 2)
+Pm (Vn 1 + Vn 2 + Vn 3 + Vn 4 + Vn 5)
Proof. From the equation Cn+m = CnBm = BmCn we see that an element of Cn+m is the product of
row Cn and a column Bm: From the last equation we say that an element of Cn+m is the product of a row
Cn and column Bm:We just compare the linear combination of the 2nd row and 1st column entries of the
matrices Cn+m and CnBm. This completes the proof.
Remark 20. By induction, it can be proved that for all integers m;n  0; (7.4) holds. So, for all
integers m;n (7.4) is true.
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Corollary 21. For all integers m;n; we have
Pn+m = PnPm+1 + Pn 1(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2 + Pm 3 + Pm 4)
+Pn 2(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2 + Pm 3) + Pn 3(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2)
+Pn 4(Pm + Pm 1) + Pn 5Pm;
Qn+m = QnPm+1 +Qn 1(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2 + Pm 3 + Pm 4)
+Qn 2(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2 + Pm 3) +Qn 3(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2)
+Qn 4(Pm + Pm 1) +Qn 5Pm;
En+m = EnPm+1 + En 1(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2 + Pm 3 + Pm 4)
+En 2(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2 + Pm 3) + En 3(Pm + Pm 1 + Pm 2)
+En 4(Pm + Pm 1) + En 5Pm:
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